
Appendix H – Student Learning Outcomes (Sample) 

Writing 2 Outcomes 
Students receiving a grade of 73% (C) or higher demonstrate basic competent mastery of the course's 

objectives.   

 

At the end of this course, the student will be able to … 

 

Content/Organization 

 write a paragraph that fits the assignment 

 write a unified paragraph  

 write a paragraph with interesting and relevant details and examples 

 write a paragraph organized around a clear topic  

 write a paragraph with a clear topic sentence 

 write a paragraph in several rhetorical styles 

Grammar Structures 

 write original sentences with grammar structures taught in previous levels 

 recognize usage errors  

 recognize, identify and construct  correct original sentences including the following structures: 

 the present progressive and its forms 

 form and basic meaning of simple present 

 simple present vs. the present progressive  

 express past time with “be” in all it’s forms 

 non action verbs  

 adding –s and –es to verbs that end in –y 

 simple past of regular verbs – ed  and pronunciation of –ed endings 

 have, has, does, goes (irregular singular verbs) 

 spelling and pronunciation of final –s and –es in verbs 

 the verb “to be” with singular nouns, plural nouns, pronouns, contractions, 

negatives, with adjectives and places.   

 nouns and subjects, adjectives 

 subject, object and possessive pronouns 

 nouns and their basic forms (including basic article usage, and many, much, a few 

and a little) 

 yes/no questions with “to be” and regular verbs (and appropriate responses) 

 questions with when, where and what time with “to be” and regular verbs 

 demonstratives: this, that, these, those with “to be” and questions 

 frequency adverbs with “to be” and simple present 

 prepositions of time, place and location 

 “there are, there is” and their forms 



 use a variety of grammar structures appropriate to the rhetorical style and purpose of the 

composition  

 use correct capitalization, punctuation and spelling most of the time 

 recognize complete sentences and avoiding fragments 

 use new grammar structures appropriately in a spoken context 

 

Writing as a Process 

 critique his/her own and others' works 

 write multiple drafts to create and complete a successful text realizing writing as an open process 

that permits re-invention and re-thinking 

 

Mechanics/Formatting 

 use correct and accepted conventions of formatting in hand written and word processed paragraphs  

 use correct capitalization, punctuation and spelling most of the time 

 

Fluency 

 write more fluently by completing journal entries that increase in length (6-10 word-processed lines 

by the end of the course) 

 

 


